18 Integrated Modules for Complete Governance and NISPOM Compliance
18 INTEGRATED MODULES FOR COMPLETE GOVERNANCE AND NISPOM COMPLIANCE

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
Manages cleared and uncleared personnel, including DoD, SAP/SAR, and SCI profiles.

CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
Handles contracts and subcontracts, and can generate DD Form 254.

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
Tracks classified documents, including transmittal, destruction, and declassification. Also contains barcode management capabilities.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Governs classified and unclassified assets, including safes, locks and keys, and any other inventory items of value.

SECURED AREA MANAGEMENT
Manages SCIFs, closed and restricted areas. Can also generate DSS Form 147.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Tracks classified information systems while supporting accreditation processes and certification test guides.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Performs inventory and provides discrepancy reports on accountable documents and assets.

TRAINING & CONFERENCES
Takes care of training and conference events.

INCOMING VISIT REQUEST
Controls domestic incoming visit authorization requests (VARs) for non-employees.

OUTGOING VISIT REQUEST
Processes domestic outgoing visit requests for employees. Also generates Visit Authorization Letters (VALs) for all agencies.

VISITOR CONTROL
Processes domestic incoming visit authorization requests (VARs) for non-employees.

INCIDENTS/INSIDER THREAT
Records incidents, investigations, and corrective actions, and flags potential insider threats.

INTERNATIONAL INCOMING VISIT REQUEST
Controls international incoming visit authorization requests (VARs) for non-employees.

INTERNATIONAL OUTGOING VISIT REQUEST
Processes international outgoing visit authorization requests (VARs) for employees. Also generates Visit Authorization Letters (VALs).

INTERNATIONAL VISITOR CONTROL
Processes international incoming visit authorization requests (VARs) for non-employees.

RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
Provides a platform for the Risk Management Framework (RMF) process outlined in DAAPM.

FOREIGN TRAVEL
Collects every detail for international trips and temporary duty assignments (TDYs).

FOREIGN CONTACTS
Maintains interaction details for every foreign national encounter for consistent reporting.
Access Commander® is a web-based FSO management software that features a growing collection of integrated modules, reminders, email notifications, pre-built reporting templates, and controlled data feeds. It is designed to simplify the way you build and manage your enterprise-wide personnel security requirements.

We know that many organizations are still using multiple systems and spreadsheets to govern their data. That’s why MathCraft Security Technologies has become the industry leader in delivering enterprise-class and web-based solutions to maintain and protect your secure information. In fact, MathCraft was the first provider to be recognized by DSS for providing both on-premises and cloud (SaaS) hosting solutions. It’s our mission to equip today’s FSOs with the crucial tools they need to stay organized and compliant.

**USER ENGAGEMENT**
When users are active participants in security, they become more accountable for the information they create. With the support of automated, guided, and user-driven JPAS data imports, Access Commander generates discrepancy lists to help identify missing or inaccurate personnel security information.

**DATA SEGMENTATION**
Data Segmentation is the foundation of an effective information governance strategy. Access Commander segments data by compartmentalizing it based on Facility Codes. Users are granted granular permissions to manage their day-to-day tasks without compromising data.

**INFORMATION PROTECTION**
Access Commander encrypts user and application data in transit using an industry-standard 2048-bit digital signature. PII data is encrypted at rest with FIPS 140-2 approved AES-256 symmetric key encryption. An added layer of Transparent Data Encryption safeguards sensitive data against unauthorized access outside of the database environment.

**COMPLIANCE**
Access Commander is used by organizations to comply with NISPOM, DSS, DOD, SAP/SAR, and SCI standards and regulations. Never fear an audit again with everything you need at your fingertips.

**LICENSING**
Access Commander employs concurrent user licensing.

**HOSTING**
Access Commander is available as an on-premises solution or in the cloud, hosted on Microsoft’s FedRAMP-compliant Azure platform. With our SaaS model, you have 24/7 system availability anytime, anywhere in the world.
MathCraft Security Technologies offers a comprehensive product line of NISPOM-compliant FSO tools for cleared contracts and enterprises.

In addition to Access Commander®, we also offer:

**Visitor Management Software for Cleared Facilities**
– for FSOs who need to oversee all of their facilities in one place and streamline the check-in/out process

**Security Case Management Platform**
– for FSOs and employees who need a self-serve security application to complete tasks and automate workflows

Every Access Commander® customer receives Portal Commander™ Lite for FREE!

Schedule your free demo today to see how our solutions can improve your security processes!